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Gebrüder Munzert is proud of a long tradition. Ever since 1925, the 
finest fabrics have been created on our looms. At the time of the 
founders, Georg and Heinrich Munzert, the production focused on  
cotton damask. Today, high performance upholstery and drapery  

fabrics are being manufactured in one of the world’s most modern  
jacquard weaving mills. 

Our basic principles have been preserved over the ages: “Value the  
established, and invent the unprecedented.” 

The centerpiece of the operation is our own design department. Our 
passion for textile innovations manifests the transfer of new techno-

logies and skillful weaving into functional product ideas.

Having received international recognition with both the Red Dot and 
German Design Awards recognizes the creativity and know-how of our 

employees, as well as our devotion to quality fabrics.

Everything we do starts here. From Marlesreuth, our fabrics ship 
across the globe. 

In every detail we offer only one thing to our customers: The finest  
art of weaving – Made in Germany. 

GEBRÜDER MUNZERT
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“WE COMBINE THE 

TRADITION OF SKILLED 

CRAFTSMANSHIP WITH 

STATE-OF-THE-ART 

TECHNOLOGY IN ORDER 

 TO PRODUCE UNIQUE FA-

BRIC CONSTRUCTIONS.” 

Bernd Kout, Managing Director 

“THE HUMAN FACTOR 

BECOMES APPARENT IN 

EACH AND EVERY METER 

OF FABRIC WE PRODUCE.” 

Klaus Munzert, Shareholder  
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AUTHENTICITY 

INNOVATION 

MADE IN GERMANY  

We love our fabrics. For almost 100 years, this passion is evident 

through every fiber. As the human factor counts the most, excellence 

and reliability are inherent throughout our products. 

As a family-owned business in the third generation, we are more to 

our customers all over the world than a mere fabric supplier. We are 

an equal partner, not only creating fabric trends, but also tailoring  

fabrics to the individual needs of our clients.
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GEBRÜDER MUNZERT

SUSTAINABILITY 

What makes our Franconian forest so special? In addition to the long 
textile tradition, the expert knowledge of generations, and the unique 

mindset, are added the undulating landscape, the biodiversity of nature,  
the pure air, and the colorful woodlands. 

This magnificent environment deserves to be protected. That’s why  
Gebrüder Munzert continually strives to meet the challenge of producing 

fabrics with sustainable technologies. 

No “greenwashing”, but a truthful and considerate utilization of nature and 
resources, are essential to our corporate identity. “Powered by Nature”

We firmly believe in a sustainable production with the intelligent recycling 
of post-industrial  materials, while placing equal importance to local sour-

cing and regional finishers. 

The continuous refinement of our ecological concept is completed by  
fabric collections made of recycled materials. As less is more, the deli-

berate avoidance of chemical finishing processes for these fabrics goes 
without saying.  

All fabrics manufactured by Gebrüder Munzert are free of harmful  
substances such as azo dyes or formaldehyde. Depending on the cons-
truction, the compliance according to Oekotex Standard 100 class 1 or  

2 is also assured. 

“SUSTAINABILITY IS NOT JUST ANOTHER BUZZWORD 

TO US, BUT A CRUCIAL PART OF THE EXTENDED  

VALUE CHAIN. ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE  

BEHAVIOR IN WORD AND DEED IS PART OF WHO  

WE ARE.” 

Bernd Kout, Managing Director
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For our  
customers, 
only the 
best
Fabrics from Gebrüder 

Munzert are tactile ad-

ventures, which impress 

by their outstanding 

quality characteristics. 

Our comprehensive know-

ledge of textile bindings 

and the skilled craftsman- 

ship of our employees 

provide an added value 

for the products of our 

customers.

GEBRÜDER MUNZERT
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Creative 
minds for 
creative 
ideas 
For us, pushing creativity 

to the next level is only 

feasible with our own 

design studio and with 

passionate fabric-enthu-

siasts, who think outside 

of the box. Our textile 

designers and colorists 

are only content if visual 

sophistication is accom-

panied by functionality. 

Inventive designs and 

fabric constructions 

continually redefine the 

boundaries of technical 

viability, for performance 

fabrics that not only look 

good but also solve texti-

le problems. 

DESIGN DEPARTMENT 

GEBRÜDER MUNZERT
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„DESIGN WON’T  
SAVE THE WORLD,  
BUT IT DOES MAKE  
IT A BETTER PLACE  

TO LIVE.”

Hannes Neubert, Design Director

DESIGN

GEBRÜDER MUNZERT
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PRODUCTION 

GEBRÜDER MUNZERT

WARPING 

Pulling The Strings 
The warping department is the first step in the actual production 

process. Gebrüder Munzert uses three different sectional warping 

machines to produce warps with up to 9700 single threads. Bet-

ween 360 and 720 yarn bobbins are being reeled into a spool rack. 

At first, each section of the warp is coiled to the warping cylinder 

in order to be transferred to a warping beam later on. In the loom, 

the finished warping beam is then chain twisted to the previously 

operating warp. 

WEAVING 

Like A Common 
Thread 
On the loom, the warp and weft threads 

are finally united into a textile. Sixty-six 

jacquard looms offer a weekly produc-

tion capacity of up to 35.000 meters of 

fabric. The uniquely wide product range 

we offer is viable due to our extremely 

flexible loom set-up, which allows for 

different fabric widths of 140 cm,  

180 cm and 300 cm. 
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PRODUCTION 

GEBRÜDER MUNZERT

SAMPLE DEPARTMENT 

Dressed Up In Stitches 
Cutting, trimming, sewing – our seamstresses still 

rely on straightforward needlework for all sample 

hangers. This flexibility enables us to handle custo-

mized sample requests, as well as mood boards, sam-

ple books, and exhibition displays for our own needs. 

The women in our sample department emphasize the 

beauty of our fabrics in an appealing manner. 

QUALITY INSPECTION 

In Good Shape 
We are proud of our very own quality control department. In the 

“grey cloth inspection”, each and every meter of fabric is meti-

culously examined for imperfections. With the expert eye of our 

fabric inspectors, all different sorts of flaws are detected. Faults 

are marked and generously compensated and, whenever possible, 

skillfully repaired. After the finishing process, all fabrics are subject 

to another inspection. Only fabrics that meet our strict quality 

standards are authorized to transfer into logistics. 
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LOGISTICS 

Always On 
The Move 
After the goods have 

returned from the fini-

sher, they are stored in 

sustainable plastic in our 

warehouse until they are 

processed for shipping. 

All of our fabrics are pro-

fessionally packaged and 

prepared for a seamless 

and dependable dispatch. 

This service is safeguarded 

by our in-house logistic 

department in close colla-

boration with our partner 

freight forwarders all 

around the world.

Our maxim is and has 

always been: we want our 

customers to return, not 

our fabrics! 
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QUALITY IS NEVER RELATIVE

We believe in quality from the very beginning and in every facet:  

in the design, in the material, in the production, in the logistics, and  

in the service of our customers. 

To ensure that this quality standard is valid not only today but also 

tomorrow, it has to run through all of our products like a common 

thread. For that we count on a decisive but pretty simple formula for 

success: the human factor is what matters most.

The knowledge of our employees is our biggest asset. Our potential 

for innovation is solely based on their refined expertise in combination 

with artisan craftsmanship. Ultimately, this generates added value for 

the products of our customers and results in high quality, right from 

the start. 

For a smooth production flow, every piece of the puzzle needs to 

interlock just perfectly. Our ambitious team is the reason why we can 

stand our ground in today’s globalized economy. 

Breaking bold new grounds is just the logical consequence. 

However, in one respect we remain quite conservative: we stay  

true to our beliefs. 
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CONTRACT FABRICS 

Private-Public-Craftsmanship 

Our inherently flame retardant fabrics meet the highest technical requirements of safety, comfort, and  

performance for the contract market, regardless of whether the constructions are used for nursery schools, 

hotels, or hospitals. 

The collection impresses by its brilliant colors as well as an excellent flame resistance, which is certified  

according to B1 and M1. A high lightfastness and easy maintenance are inherent performance features. 

PRODUCT RANGE
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UPHOLSTERY FABRICS 

Cutting-Edge Fabric Creations  

Whether traditional looks, contemporary designs, or modern textures, the product range leaves nothing to 

be desired for both industry and wholesalers. Inventive upholstery designs are complemented by fashionable 

colors and prevailing materials to define the segment of upholstery fabrics anew. 

One thing remains quite evident:  our designers don’t follow trends; they create them. 

PRODUCT RANGE
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ACOUSTIC FABRICS 

Aesthetics In Every Frequency  

Our “Acoustic Line“ combines the spirit of modern architecture with the unlimited possibilities a jacquard mill 

has to offer. A wide variety of soft shimmering solids, contemporary stripe variations, striking patterns, and 

subtle clipped designs allow for creativity. The inherently flame retardant fabrics are not only beautiful, but 

also acoustically enhance an environment. The combined use of special noise reducing yarns and intelligent 

sound absorbing weaves even enable semi-sheer constructions to deliver impressive α
w
 results of 0,65. 

Awarded with the German Design Award 2020 in the category “Home Textiles and Home Accessories”, 

the solution for a universal problem never looked so good. 

PRODUCT RANGE



DRAPERY FABRICS

Home Sweet Home

No matter how sparse the room, the right accessories have the power to add a harmonious atmosphere to 

every surrounding. The most spectacular effect is created by drapery fabrics. Advanced weaving technologies 

allow for elaborate cut-out designs, as well as beautiful embossed looks or crushed styles - our drapery collec-

tion sets no limits to your expressiveness. Our portfolio offers sheer constructions, as well as drapery weights 

in 140 cm and 300 cm width.

PRODUCT RANGE
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INDOOR & OUTDOOR FABRICS

Never Mind Climate Change  

Conventional fabrics cannot defy aggressive sun rays for long; they fade and become porous over the 

course of time. In an unprecedented way, our collection combines a comfortable indoor feel with the  

performance features of an outdoor textile. Our collection uses state of the art solution-dyed pigments, 

which are embedded in the fiber. Even if the fabric is extensively exposed to UV-radiation, fading and  

yellowing is out of the question. Soft sheer fabrics belong to our range, in addition to opaque drapery 

weights and coarse upholstery constructions. The solution dyed polyacrylic fabrics from our all-weather  

resistant collection keenly demonstrate what they are capable of, inside and out.  

PRODUCT RANGE
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WE ARE FAMILIAR WITH  

THE TRENDS AND ESTABLISH  

INNOVATION 

Our fabrics are developed for demanding clients who know exactly what 

they want and how they want it to look.  

Choose your favorite color, select your preferred material, and mix in the 

performance characteristics you need. Almost anything is possible. No 

matter if you base your fabric on one of our designs or have our studio 

translate your custom artwork into a functional fabric idea, the distinct 

identity and the singularity of YOUR fabric is of utmost importance to us.  
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PIVOT BY GEBRÜDER MUNZERT

The exceptional fabric constructions of the PIVOT brand combine flexibility with the demand for The exceptional fabric constructions of the PIVOT brand combine flexibility with the demand for 
creative freedom. Centerpiece or “PIVOT” of the collection form minimalist designs which charm creative freedom. Centerpiece or “PIVOT” of the collection form minimalist designs which charm 

by their 3D Looks. Timeless solid weaves and action plains complete the clear attitude of the by their 3D Looks. Timeless solid weaves and action plains complete the clear attitude of the 
PIVOT collection with an extreme wide color range and added performance value.PIVOT collection with an extreme wide color range and added performance value.
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UNUSUAL FABRICS 

The excellent technical features and the durability of the products accentuate the elaborate The excellent technical features and the durability of the products accentuate the elaborate 
design concept. Merging into the next generation of performance textiles, the incredibly soft design concept. Merging into the next generation of performance textiles, the incredibly soft 

and comfortable hand is achieved by the mere use of mechanical and heat setting treatments.and comfortable hand is achieved by the mere use of mechanical and heat setting treatments.

Regardless of whether they are made from regular polyester or inherently flame retardant  Regardless of whether they are made from regular polyester or inherently flame retardant  
Trevira CS, the fabrics from our German Design Award decorated collection are perfectly Trevira CS, the fabrics from our German Design Award decorated collection are perfectly 

equipped for all different sorts of applications.equipped for all different sorts of applications.

HIGHEST DESIGN QUALITY 

The characteristic design of our PIVOT line represents a timeless yet urban lifestyle. The characteristic design of our PIVOT line represents a timeless yet urban lifestyle. 

Modern structures unite progressively with attractive basics and astonishing patterns to  Modern structures unite progressively with attractive basics and astonishing patterns to  
materialize in a new fabric species. One aspect remains apparent at all times: the clear design materialize in a new fabric species. One aspect remains apparent at all times: the clear design 

attitude of the PIVOT fabrics. attitude of the PIVOT fabrics. 

MODULARITY FOR THE UTMOST  

CREATIVE FREEDOM 

The modular structure of the PIVOT range allows for an individual and unconventional The modular structure of the PIVOT range allows for an individual and unconventional 
approach. The different segments of the collection are complemented by each other but also approach. The different segments of the collection are complemented by each other but also 

retain their significance when used independently.retain their significance when used independently.

Explore the broad variety of PIVOT and combine Soft Basic with Soft Origami and the  Explore the broad variety of PIVOT and combine Soft Basic with Soft Origami and the  
Pure-Line or link it back to the MUNZERT classic line – everything is possible! Pure-Line or link it back to the MUNZERT classic line – everything is possible! 
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Gebrüder Munzert GmbH & Co.KG 

Ernst-Richard-Funke-Straße 17-19 

95119 Naila-Marlesreuth 

www.munzert.de


